WOC Meeting Minutes
01/17/2007

Present: Miriam Barkley, John Cocking for John Eatman, Bruce Michaels, Jason Fleck for Ellen Robbins, Richard Stewart, Todd Sutton

Absent: Robert Brown, Mike Byers, Gregory Grieve, Helen Dennison Hebert

Recorder: Sherri MacCheyne

Minutes – Corrections
No corrections

Blackboard Portal Subcommittee
The committee is expected to recommend:
1. The creation of a Blackboard Portal position to reside in ITS. This position will become the main Bb administrative position and will be responsible for the Learning System, the Community System, and the Content System. If we later decide to adopt the Commerce Suite and the Outcomes System, this person will administer these systems as well.
2. The creation of a Blackboard Application position to reside in Enrollment Services. This position will be responsible for developing building blocks that increase Blackboard’s functionality.

The subcommittee hopes to have a draft to the WOC by 2/14.

Web 3 Update
Web 2 Certification – 6 modules are possible. We will be meeting again next week to get the specifics nailed down. Our goal is to offer this program in the summer.

We are looking at Google Calendaring to see if it meets the data criteria and supports our environment.

Planning for this year’s WebFest has begun.

Miriam has resigned from Web3, but will remain a member of the WOC.

Todd has asked Web3 to think about new leadership.

The next meeting is February 21, 2006 in EUC – Willow Room